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Thursdays Tiffin Takeaway £10 Menu
This is our sustainable and eco-friendly take away service

We use no plastic with our tiffins.
You don’t have to use our tiffins. Our alternative containers are sustainable and disposable but there
is a £2 premium for each container used.

Its is based on a £10 deposit per takeaway tiffin. Once finished with your meal you have three options:
1) Come and exchange your clean tiffins the next time you order from us
2) No longer want to use our service? - return clean tiffins and get your £10 deposit back.
3) Keep the tiffins and use them in your daily lives!
Please note that if you forget to bring the tiffin in next time you want a takeaway we will ask for
another £10 deposit per tiffin. T&Cs apply.

Main Tiffin options* — served with either Chapati

or Mini Naan

, or Mini Papadum's

plus Rice or Salad

‘Ginger Pig’ with a sweet ginger and cider jus—Pork belly massaged with my special mix of pan
roasted spices, slow cooked with a ginger and onion concoction
Spicy Konkan Chicken—Perfect for all spice lovers. Traditional Malvani spices from the Konkan
region of Maharashtra and Goa mixed with rich coconut gravy.
Khrish’s Keema—A blend of my favourite spices, a minced beef curry with onions, tomatoes, petit
pois and an infusion spices.
Indian Influenced Fish Cake—Sustainable salmon and white fish oven baked with Indian spices.
Then mixed with potato and peas encased in a Panko crumb and pan fried
Chilli Paneer—Fusion of Chinese and Indian spices. Lightly spiced battered paneer (Indian cheese)
cooked with a siracha and soy based sauce, with crunchy onions and peppers.
Vegetable and chickpea curry—A curry that is packed full of goodness and fibre-filled chickpeas
all cooked in a rich garlic and tomato gravy

Dhabha nu Shak— Street shack style curry cooked with aubergine, spinach, potato and peas and a
Gujrati blend of spices

FOOD ALLERGIES and INTOLERANCES
BEFORE PLACING YOUR ORDER, PLEASE INFORM US IF A PERSON IN YOUR PARTY HAS
A FOOD ALLERGY

